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Abstract

Inertial response from grid-followers (GFLs) is deemed to be “synthetic” due to a slow
response. In contrast, grid-forming (GFM) inertial response is deemed to be faster and
therefore “true” and more useful for frequency stability. This paper explores the dif-
ferences and similarities between an established example of a GFM and a GFL inertial
controller by carrying out parametric sweeps at different operating conditions. The anal-
ysis aims to assist the ongoing efforts to quantify grid stabilising phenomena, particularly
the recent adaptation of the British grid code to incorporate GFM converters. The opti-
mal tuning configurations are identified, showing that some configurations of the GFL can
achieve fast inertial provision on strong grids. These configurations are shown to contain
the grid frequency as effectively as the GFM, despite the opposing consensus in the litera-
ture. The results also highlight the importance of voltage-source behaviours in determining
the initial evolution of grid frequency. Although a blanket inclusion of all GFL inertial con-
figurations is not appropriate, equally, the existing blanket disqualification could limit the
assets available to support GFMs (who will certainly be required to stabilise the grid in a
fundamental sense) and could inhibit the rate that the net zero transition can occur.

1 INTRODUCTION

The dynamic behaviour of a synchronous machine (SM) pro-
vides many features that stabilise the electrical grid. Their
voltage-source behaviour establishes the system voltage angle
(and hence frequency) and provides transient power injections
that contain its variation following disturbances. Their iner-
tial energy storage acts as a physically coupled reserve that
can resolve power imbalances quickly and hence limit the sys-
tem’s rate of change of frequency (ROCOF). Both features are
inherent to SMs and are critical to system stability [1]. How-
ever, articular focus has been made on the link between inertial
energy storage and the risk of large ROCOFs [2] as the penetra-
tion of converter interfaced devices increases on systems such
as Great Britain, Ireland, and Australia [3]–[5].

Grid-forming (GFM) controllers were developed to enable
converters to provide the system stabilising features that SMs
had previously provided inherently. Controllers were developed
to emulate the Swing Equation, which describes the SM’s inertial
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power injection [1], alongside other SM dynamic equations. As
a result, GFMs are operated as voltage-sources [6]. As the ini-
tial approaches emulated the SM’s Swing Equation, many were
fundamentally linked to inertial dynamics, for example, the fam-
ily of Virtual Synchronous Machine (VSM) controllers [7], [8].
However, other implementations did not include inherent iner-
tial dynamics, such as the first order GFM Droop controller,
which instead emulates the power-frequency droop relation-
ship that governs SM power balancing [9]. This approach does,
however, continue to operate as a voltage-source.

Additional GFM control concepts continue to be proposed,
some which inherently possess inertial behaviour, for example,
matching control [10], and others which do not, for exam-
ple, virtual oscillator control [11]. Adapted configurations of
the initial GFM controllers have also been developed that can:
decouple their inertial and droop responses to achieve improved
damping [12], decouple the active and reactive channels to
minimise undesired transient variations [13], utilise a current-
control framework to achieve improved small-signal stability
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across a range of short circuit ratios (SCRs) (also linked to
the power coupling issue) [14], or implement adaptive inertia
settings to achieve optimal operation depending on the sys-
tem conditions [15]. However, none of the simple or advanced
control configurations change the fundamental features of the
inertial response (IR).

The conventional converter control strategy, Current Control
(CC), is described as grid-following (GFL) due to its objective
to synchronise with the grid’s voltage angle. This fundamen-
tal difference in operating principle is the reason that GFMs
have been the focus of such research interest recently, as they
hold the key to establishing a grid voltage without SMs. CCs
also experience issues in weak grids, where their outer loops can
be destabilised at high power levels due to a coupling between
the active and reactive power controllers [16]. Despite these
features, CC is an established technology that is widely imple-
mented and solutions exist to overcome their instability in weak
grids [16]. Although CC does not inherently provide IR, it can
be adapted to do so [17], enabling a larger fraction of the con-
verter capacity to support grid stability (and remove the strain
on GFMs who will be required to provide many other stabil-
ising features) while maintaining the useful benefits of CC: the
effective limitation of the current.

GFL inertial controllers are not commonly implemented due
to the conventional assumption that their response is delivered
too slowly to be useful. [18] showed that an averaging window
configuration for the GFL’s ROCOF measurement constrained
the IR speed and significantly reduced its ability to support the
grid’s frequency compared to a GFM. However, this assessment
only considered one specific ROCOF measurement approach.
Similarly, other comparisons that found GFM IR to stabilise
power system frequency better only considered a single GFL
control tuning configuration [19], [20], despite other studies that
show the tuning to have a large impact on GFL inertial dynam-
ics [21] and a range of tunings being experimentally validated
[22].

The former studies [18]–[20] have resulted in the labelling of
GFM inertial controllers as possessing “true” and useful inertial
capability and of GFL inertial controllers as having “synthetic”
and less (or not) useful inertial capability [23]–[27]. Confusingly,
synthetic inertia is a term that has also been used to describe
fast-frequency droop-type active-power responses to frequency
deviations, but this terminology has been shown to be incorrect
[28].

The assumption of slow GFL IR may also be linked to the
confusion of inertial and voltage source dynamics. The recent
development of industrial inertial specifications exhibits this
link; the thresholds that are used to disqualify GFL IR often
resemble voltage-source transient phase response timescales [9],
[10], [11]. Great Britain’s System Operator (SO), National Grid
Electricity System Operator (NG ESO), definition of the mini-
mum non-mandatory characteristics for GFMs (that may form
the basis of a future stability market) [9] and the definition of
“true” inertial capability according to the collection of Euro-
pean SOs [26] require converters to be able to provide IR
without frequency measurement and for the response to ini-
tiate instantly (where instant is equated to a 5 ms delay). The

TABLE 1 Table of abbreviations.

AC Alternating current PCC Point of common
coupling

CC Current control PI Proportional-
integral

DC Direct current PLL Phase locked loop

dq Direct-quadrature ROCOF Rate of change of
frequency

EMT Electro-magnetic transient RT Rise time

GFL Grid-following SCR Short circuit ratio

GFM Grid-forming SM Synchronous
machine

LCL Inductor-capacitor-inductor SO System operator

NFP Network frequency
perturbation

ST Settling time

NG ESO National Grid Electricity
System Operator

VSM Virtual
synchronous
machine

OS Overshoot

Australian Electricity Market Operator’s definition of “true” IR
corresponds to a full response delivery within the effectively
instant 5 ms timeframe [24]. In reality, unlike ideal transient
voltage-source injections, IR is not delivered instantly [19] so
the GFL’s frequency measurement may not be as significant as
previously thought.

This paper provides several contributions:

1. An explicit outline of the differences between inertial
and transient phase responses and their impact on system
frequency.

2. A conclusive assessment if useful IR can only be sourced
from GFMs.

3. An assessment of the ability of the industrial specifications
to identify the useful features of IR.

The differences between IR and transient response are
defined in Section 2. Section 3 details the example GFM and
GFL converters and the grid systems that will be assessed
throughout the paper. Section 4 describes the methodology,
which includes parametric sweeps of the example controllers
to assess how their inertial properties change and the use of a
multi-bus power system to explore the properties further. Sec-
tion 5 reviews the methods available to identify useful IR and
outlines the criteria that is used for its qualification. Section 6
presents the results: substantiating the differences between IR
and transient phase response defined in Section 2, assessing if
the GFL IR can ever meet the useful IR criteria, and assessing
the impact that features of the different controllers’ responses
have on the system frequency. All of the abbreviations used
throughout the text are detailed in Table 1.

These results will inform the development of specifica-
tions for useful frequency-stabilising services and can either
enable the assertion to continue to focus only on GFM iner-
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tial solutions, or, can offer a wider range of potential solutions
to support GFMs increasing system inertia. The results of
this paper do not aim to provide a single conclusive opti-
mal approach to provide IR, but rather, to discuss the existing
misconception that useful IR is unique to GFMs.

2 THEORETICAL DEFINITIONS OF
INERTIAL AND VOLTAGE-SOURCE
BEHAVIOUR

Conventionally, the grid has been stabilised by SMs, which
possess both inertial and voltage-source properties. Although
distinct, the two stabilising features appear to have been con-
fused in recent GFM specifications, potentially due to the
inherent provision of both features on conventionally SM
dominated systems.

GFMs operating in the linear area (and SMs) are operated as
voltage sources; they establish a constant internal voltage that
connects to the grid via a series impedance [29]. The voltage-
source operation allows the GFM to respond inherently to
transient disturbances on the grid. This behaviour can be visu-
alised by (1), which describes the power flow P between two
voltage sources with a coupling impedance XL , and is an accu-
rate representation of a GFM delivering power to the grid.

P =
VcVg

XL
sin (𝛿) , (1)

where Vc and Vg are the sending and receiving voltage sources’
magnitudes and 𝛿 is the angular difference between the sending
𝜃 and receiving 𝜙 voltage sources’ angles. If the GFM’s voltage
magnitude Vc and angle 𝜃 are constant, a change in any of the
grid’s properties will result in an immediate change in the power
that is injected to the grid. For example, if a step in the load
increases the angular difference between the GFM and the grid
more current and power will immediately be drawn from the
GFM (described as the transient phase response). This response
is equivalent to the action of synchronising torque between SMs,
which is described as the rate of change of power with respect
to angle that maintains their synchronism and contributes to
transient system stability [1].

In contrast, inertial behaviour is expressed by the swing
Equation (2), which describes the link between a SM’s mechan-
ical system and its electrical stator (i.e. coupled with the grid
dynamics).

d 2𝜃

d t 2
=

𝜔0

2H
(Pm − P − KdΔ𝜔) , (2)

𝜔0 is the synchronous speed, H is the inertia constant of the
SM, Pm is the mechanical power being input to the SM, Kd is
the SM’s damping coefficient and Δ𝜔 is the difference between
the SM’s electrical frequency 𝜔 and 𝜔0. This electromechani-
cal equation describes the balance of mechanical power input
and the electrical power extracted from the spinning SM, whose

FIGURE 1 Electrical diagram of converter model with ideal DC energy
source connected to infinite bus representation of grid, via LCL filter

stored kinetic energy balances any mismatches between the two
via changes in rotational speed. Equation (22) does not describe
a behaviour that is unique to an electrical voltage source. (2) can
be used to describe an inertial device’s power response to a grid
frequency disturbance. This equation is used in the industrial
inertial specifications [9], [10], [11] to quantify a device’s con-
tribution to grid frequency stability in terms of a response to a
ROCOF.

A voltage-source’s transient phase response (1) can impact
its inertial behaviour (2) but the two are distinct. (11) describes
the instantaneous behaviour that determines an initial angular
acceleration [30] that would then drive an IR. However, if a non-
inertial voltage source (such as the first order droop [9] or the
VSM0H [18] controller) was subject to the same disturbance,
(1) would continue to determine the initial angular change but
would not result in any second order inertial behaviour.

3 SYSTEM UNDER STUDY

A model of an ideal battery connected to a power network via
a converter is built to compare the IR from an example of a
GFM (Proportional-integral (PI) VSM) and a GFL (CC) con-
troller. An ideal energy source is utilised as the comparison is
interested in the differences between the two controllers (both
of which would be affected by specific energy source dynamics
such as those exhibited for wind turbines in [31]). The control
configurations assessed in this study are selected to resemble the
GFM strategy detailed in the NG ESO industrial specification
[23] and the standard industrial GFL inertial strategy. Moreover,
they achieve similar fundamental inertial delivery properties as
advanced strategies [12]–[15] so provide an effective baseline to
assess the ability of an example of a GFM and a GFL to meet the
industrial criteria for useful IR, beyond which both approaches
could be developed and improved upon in the future.

The model is composed of an average representation of a
voltage-source converter with the ideal battery energy source
on the DC-side. The converter is connected on the AC-side via
an LCL filter to a Thevenin Equivalent representation of the
grid (Figure 1). The model represents the grid as an infinite bus,
which imposes a grid frequency change on the converter. By
doing so, the converter’s exact IR to an ideal frequency change
(ROCOF) can be observed without any overlap with the GFM’s
inherent voltage-source response features (e.g. transient phase
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FIGURE 2 Electrical diagram of the power system model area that is
connected via bus B1 to the upstream components of the converter system
pictured in Figure 1

response). The grid strength can be represented by the SCR,
which determines the grid resistance Rg and inductance Lg that
the converter connects to.

Parametric sweeps of the control and network configura-
tions are carried out to assess the capability of the different
controllers using small-signal models, the full derivation of
which can be found in [32]. The small-signal models are vali-
dated by comparing their active power response to a frequency
disturbance input with that of an equivalent electro-magnetic
transient (EMT) time-domain model. The GFM small-signal
model achieves a steady-state error of −3.9% while the GFL
achieves a steady-state error of −0.38% compared to their
respective equivalent EMT models (.

Another EMT time-domain model (pictured in Figure 2) is
built to assess the impact that the different control configura-
tions have on system frequency. The model is developed from
the Matlab power_PSS example, which is detailed in [33] and is
itself based on Kundur’s two area system model [1]. The main
adaptations made to the Matlab example are: 1) the replacement
of any components upstream of bus B1 with a single aggregated
converter station that is topologically identical to the compo-
nents within the red box on the infinite bus system in Figures 1
and 2) the reduction of the SM inertia constants to H = 2 s, and
3) the addition of an active load behind a switch ( Ps = 10 MW)
to simulate a grid disturbance and IR. The remaining system
parameters are detailed in the Appendix and the base control
configurations are shown in Table 2, which were tuned to be

FIGURE 3 GFM control strategy boxplot

able to provide a stable IR and an acceptable settling time in
response to active power and voltage reference steps across the
range of tested conditions for a standard inertial value.

3.1 Grid-forming control

The GFM control strategy (pictured in Figure 3) is based on a
VSM with two PI controllers, one for the power and another
for the voltage control actions [32], [34]. The power controller
KVSM uses its proportional Kp,VSM and integral Ki,VSM gains to
act on the error of the converter power P with respect to its
reference P∗ and sets the converter’s internal angle reference
𝜃∗, as shown in (3).

𝜃∗ =
KVSM (P∗ − P ) + 𝜔0

s
. (3)

The converter voltage magnitude Vc is then formed in the
dq frame, where the d component is set to zero (4) and the q
component is determined according to the action of the voltage
controller’s KUVSM proportional Kp,UVSM and integral Ki,UVSM

gains on the error between the point of common coupling
(PCC) voltage VPCC and its reference V ∗

PCC
(5).

v∗
cd
= 0, (4)

v∗cq = KUVSM

(
V ∗

PCC
−VPCC

)
. (5)

TABLE 2 Base control parameters.

GFM

H Inertial constant 2 (s) 𝜁VSM Damping coefficient 0.42

KpUVSM Voltage proportional gain 1 × 10−2 KiUVSM Voltage integral gain 239

GFL

H Inertial constant 2 (s) D Derivative gain 1

𝜏iner =
1

𝜔iner

Inertial-filter time-constant 0.155 (s) 𝜏CC Current control
time-constant

1 × 10−3 (s)

KpPLL PLL proportional gain 7.89 × 10−2 KiPLL PLL integral gain 1.75

KpP Power proportional gain 2.9 × 10−3 KiP Power integral gain 1

KpU Voltage proportional gain 3 KiU Voltage integral gain 200
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FIGURE 4 GFL control strategy boxplot

The GFM feeds its voltage magnitude and angle components
directly to the waveform modulation where the converter forms
the voltage signal.

The controller’s inertial capability is defined by the power
controller KVSM , which emulates the swing equation. A given
inertial constant H can be achieved by relating the parameters
in the control transfer function (from grid frequency to con-
verter power) to that of the swing equation, as detailed in (6)
and (7).

Ki,VSM =
𝜔0

2H Sn
, (6)

Kp,VSM = 2𝜁VSM

√
Ki,VSM

Ks
, (7)

where Ki,VSM and Kp,VSM are the integral and proportional gains
of the controller, Sn is the rated power of the converter, 𝜁VSM

is the damping coefficient, and Ks is the synchronising torque
coefficient.

3.2 Grid-following control

The GFL control strategy (Figure 4) is a standard CC with
an additional inertial channel, as proposed in [17]. The iner-
tial channel feeds the frequency measurement 𝜔PLL from the
phase-locked loop (PLL) (not pictured but detailed in [35])
through a derivative block to estimate the grid ROCOF. A fil-
ter is used, with time-constant 𝜏iner , to suppress noise from the
derivative gain D. This calculation of the ROCOF is a criti-
cal difference from the averaging-window measurement used
in [18], which resulted in the significant delay in GFL inertial
delivery and may have driven the disqualification of GFL IRs.
The derivative is then multiplied by inertial gain Kp,iner to set the
magnitude of the IR (8). This gain can be tuned by equating to
the expected power response from a SM with equivalent inertia
constant (9).

Kiner = Kp,iner ∗
Ds

𝜏iner s + 1
, (8)

Kiner = Kp,iner ∗
Ds

𝜏iner s + 1
. (9)

Intermediate-level control parameters include proportional
and integral gains for the PLL (Kp,PLL and Ki,PLL), ower con-
troller KPC (Kp,P and Ki,P ), and voltage controller KUC (Kp,U

and Ki,U ). The current controller KCC is the fastest control
component and feeds the final voltage references to the wave-
form modulation. Standard rules [36] can be used to tune the
controller KCC to achieve a given response time 𝜏CC .

4 METHODOLOGY

GFM specifications from industry (particularly NG ESO’s [23])
and academia are reviewed in Section 5 to identify the criteria
that are being used to qualify useful inertial response. Para-
metric sweeps of GFM and GFL controllers are then carried
out at different operating points to assess how the convert-
ers’ inertial delivery varies. The ability of the GFM and GFL
IRs to meet the criteria will be assessed. All of the sweeps are
repeated for different voltage (Vg = [0.9, 1, 1.1] PU ), power
(P = [0.1, 0.5, 0.9] PU ), and SCR (SCR = [1.5, 3, 5]) con-
ditions. Finally, the optimal configurations of each controller
are derived (according to the critical features of the indus-
trial IR criteria) and are implemented on the adapted two area
power system model in response to a load disturbance. The
results are used to validate the stability of the controllers and to
assess if either optimally tuned controller possess any inherently
different properties that impact the power system’s frequency.

4.1 Parallel control sweep

Sweeps of the parallel control parameters that do not explicitly
impact the magnitude of the IR are carried out to assess their
impact on the controllers’ stability and dynamics. The GFM’s
parallel control parameters are: Kp,UVSM , Ki,UVSM , and 𝜁VSM

(which sets Kp,VSM ). The parallel control parameters assessed
for the GFL are: 𝜏iner (which is represented by its inverse 𝜔iner ),
Kp,PLL , Ki,PLL , Kp,PC , Ki,PC , Kp,UC , and Ki,UC . The GFL’s CC
gains are not varied as they have previously been shown to have
minimal impact on the IR [37]. Each parallel-control parame-
ter (excluding 𝜁VSM ) is increased from two orders of magnitude
below the base setting in Table 2 until the controller becomes
unstable, while the remaining parameters are kept constant.
𝜁VSM is varied between 0.155 and 1, spanning the range of
acceptable settings described in [23]. Table 2 includes a list of
the control parameters and the labels they are represented by.

4.2 Inertial constant sweep

The impact that the inertial constant setting has on the con-
trollers’ stability and dynamics is also assessed to highlight:
(1) the ability of each controller to support different inertia
constants and (2) the impact of the inertial constant on the
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FIGURE 5 Critical time-domain properties and corresponding values to
meet the acceptable inertial criteria for an inertial response power injection
ΔPowerIR during a frequency ramp. The power injection is normalised to the
expected inertial response

IR dynamics and hence the weakness in the existing indus-
trial approach to qualify IR by these variable features. Each
controller’s inertial constant is varied from H = 0.5 s to 6 s
while the remaining parameters are tuned with a low-burden
but acceptable configuration (according to the industrial criteria
identified in the review) using the results of the parallel-control
sweep.

5 INERTIAL RESPONSE
SPECIFICATION

A review of the existing methods to qualify useful IR that have
been proposed in the literature [18], [19], [27] and are used
in industrial specifications [23]–[25] is carried out. The meth-
ods generally use time-domain properties of the active-power
inertial response, which are detailed in Section 5.1. A frequency-
domain tool is also utilised in some cases, which is discussed in
Section 5.2. This paper aims to assess the ability of the two con-
trollers to meet these criteria (using the parametric sweeps on
the infinite bus) as well as the ability of the criteria to identify
useful IR (using the results of the power system simulations).

5.1 Time-domain criteria for acceptable
inertial response

Response speed is viewed as a key feature of IR in the industrial
specifications [23]–[25]. GFMs delivering a large proportion of
the IR before the nadir were linked to the better containment
of a grid’s ROCOF in [19]. To incorporate this finding, an
acceptable IR speed criterion is determined by comparing the
converter’s RT to 90% of the inertial magnitude (pictured in
Figure 5) to the average of three representative recent British
nadir times. The representative nadir times include: two nadirs
in 2017 both resulting from the tripping of the France-England
Interconnector, tNad ,31∕05 = 0.12 s and tNad ,12∕06 = 0.15 s [38],

and the nadir that led to significant electrical system disruption
in Great Britain on the 9th of August, 2019, tNad ,09∕08 = 0.25 s
[39]. The resulting average nadir time that represents the critical
speed that IR should be delivered before is: tNad ,avg = RTacc =
0.173 s. Due to the disagreement throughout industrial GFM
specifications (and in academic studies) regarding “inherent and
instantaneous” inertial provision, the power delivery will also
be compared with the t = 5 ms timeframe that is often used as
a threshold for instant behaviour and therefore useful inertial
provision [23]–[27].

The NG ESO grid code update also included a mini-
mum acceptable damping coefficient that GFMs could connect
with: 𝜁 = 0.2 [23]. Presumably, this is defined to standardise
the dynamic performance. Limiting the damping can miti-
gate undesired overshoot of converter components during the
initiation of inertial delivery and the undershoot of nominal
power during the cessation of inertial delivery—both quantified
as the reduction of overshoot (OS). Furthermore, specifying
the damping can limit the time that oscillations are present
in the system—quantified as the reduction of settling time
(ST).

Inertial devices can be considered as standard second order
systems, which allow the definition of the acceptable limits of
OS and ST from this minimum acceptable damping allowed by
NG ESO. According to (10), the maximum OS accepted by NG
ESO is O Sacc = 52.7%.

OS = e
−

𝜁𝜋√
1−𝜁2 ∗100. (10)

Then, according to (11) and the range of grid voltage mag-
nitudes Vg, coupling impedances XL , and converter voltage
angle differences 𝛿 tested throughout the study (that define the
synchronising torque coefficient Ks (13) and hence the natural
frequency of the Swing Equation transfer function 𝜔n (12)), the
maximum ST accepted by NG ESO is S Tacc = 1.69 s.

ST = −
ln
(
𝛼
√

1 − 𝜁2
)

𝜁𝜔n

, (11)

𝜔n =

√
Ks𝜔0

2H Sn
, (12)

Ks =
VcVg

XL
cos (𝛿) , (13)

where 𝛼 = 0.02 is the ST tolerance and Vc is the PU converter
voltage magnitude. The critical features identified in the inertial
criteria and the corresponding thresholds for their acceptability
in response to a frequency ramp are pictured in Figure 5.

5.2 Network frequency perturbation plot

The Network Frequency Perturbation (NFP) plot (example
in Figure 6), which was proposed for the assessment of fre-
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FIGURE 6 Example Network Frequency Perturbation (NFP) plot with
inertial asymptote RH, natural frequency ωn, and frequency pair 3 dB below
natural frequency ω1,2

quency supporting devices in [40], was included in NG ESO’s
GFM grid-code document to aid the assessment of “true”
IR [23]. The NFP plot is a bode plot of a device’s active
power response to grid frequency disturbances. If the device
provides an IR its magnitude will track an inertial asymptote
RH (16) and its phase will precede the steady state phase by
90o, between the regions 𝜔NFP = 0.25 to 13 rad s−1, as defined
by [40].

RH (𝜔NFP ) = − j2H

(
𝜔NFP

𝜔0

)
, (14)

where 𝜔NFP is the oscillation frequency of the input signal. The
inertial resonant peak will occur at the natural frequency 𝜔n of
the inertial transfer function [41], the same as that described in
(14). The damping of the response can be found using classical
control theory’s Quality factor Q, by comparing this natural fre-
quency with its two neighbouring frequencies 𝜔1, 𝜔2 that exist
3 db lower than the resonant peak (15).

Q =
1

2𝜁
=

𝜔n

𝜔2 − 𝜔1
. (15)

Finally, the phase provides useful information about the
delivery of the IR. The further (to higher 𝜔NFP ) the device
can sustain high phase (that precedes the steady-state phase
by close to 90o) the faster and more effective the IR will
be.

Although there is no suggestion that any feature of the
NFP plot will be used as a specific criterion to qualify provi-
sion, it has been suggested that it can be used to help identify
useful responses. Therefore, the NFP plot will be included
in the assessment of different tools to differentiate between
GFM and GFL IR and hence the discussion of “true” inertial
features.
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FIGURE 7 Maximum change of time-domain properties during GFM
parallel-control parametric sweeps across different operating points on
SCR = 3 grid

6 RESULTS

The ability of the GFM and GFL to provide acceptable IR
with respect to the representative industrial criteria identified
in Section 5.1 at different power, voltage, and SCR conditions
are assessed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Comparisons
of the optimal inertial configurations for the two controllers
(defined in terms of the critical features identified from Sec-
tions 6.1 and 6.2) are made in Section 6.3 on different SCR
infinite bus representations of a network. The ability of each
control to sustain acceptable responses across a range of iner-
tia constants is then assessed in Section 6.4. Finally, the findings
from the infinite bus simulations are validated on the multi-bus
power system model and the impact that the inertial proper-
ties have on the system’s frequency stability are identified in
Section 6.5.

6.1 Grid-forming control

The maximum change (Δdi f f ) in the inertial time-domain prop-
erties during different parallel-control parametric sweeps are
shown for the GFM in Figure 7. Δdi f f is expressed as a per-
centage of the mean of the property during its parametric sweep
and the colour indicates the magnitude and direction (during the
sweep) of the maximum change (while the controller remains
stable). These property-parameter interactions are further bro-
ken down according to the power (on the y-axis) and the voltage
conditions (on the x-axis), while the grid strength is constant at
SCR = 3.

The maximum changes vary depending on the parameter
and property. Neither Kp,UVSM nor Ki,UVSM have a significant
impact on any of the inertial properties. However, an increase
of 𝜁VSM increases the RT and decreases the OS and ST by more
than 100 %. An outlier exists for P = 0.9, V = 0.9 due to the
reduced stability range and apparent increase in ST.

Figure 8 exhibits the acceptability of the GFM inertial prop-
erties with respect to the criteria defined in Section 5.1. The
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FIGURE 9 Mean change in GFM time-domain property ranges as Power
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acceptability is arranged in the same format as Figure 7,
with property-parameter interactions broken down according to
power and voltage conditions on the SCR = 3 grid. The colour
indicates the ability of the GFM to meet the relevant acceptable
property criterion either always (green), sometimes (amber), or
never (red) during the given parametric sweep.

The GFM is always capable of meeting the OS and ST lim-
its (for the given SCR = 3 grid). However, the RT limits are
not always met, meaning there are some configurations on
the SCR = 3 grid when the GFM does not qualify accord-
ing to the representative industrial inertial acceptability criteria.
Both voltage-controller parametric sweeps achieve acceptable
RT with the base 𝜁VSM tuning in high voltage conditions but
are slowed in low voltage conditions where the parameters’ low
impact is unable to affect the acceptability of the RT signifi-
cantly. However, the high impact of 𝜁VSM on the RT (as shown
in Figure 7) means that the GFM can be tuned to be acceptable
in all of the tested conditions. The GFM requires low 𝜁VSM to
provide an acceptably fast IR in the low voltage conditions on
the SCR = 3 grid.

Figure 9 depicts the magnitude and direction of the mean
change in inertial property ranges (across all of the parallel-
control parametric sweeps) as the variable operating conditions
increase. For example, no significant or consistent changes are

observed in any of the property values as the power level
increases. This finding is consistent with Figure 8 which did not
show a consistent change in acceptability as power changes.

RT experiences a small decrease as voltage increases. Despite
the small magnitude of this average change (−1.1 %), the
boundary acceptable GFM RT for SCR = 3 means that the
minor decrease allows the property to become acceptable in
high-voltage conditions during the voltage-control parametric
sweeps, as shown in Figure 8. OS experiences a larger decrease
as voltage increases.

The most significant relationship between the GFM’s iner-
tial properties and operating condition are observed for SCR.
RT and ST decrease significantly (speed up) as SCR increases
(grid strengthens), while OS increases. Neither OS nor ST break
the relevant time-domain specifications in any grid-strength
conditions, however, extreme low 𝜁VSM settings combine with
undesirable operating conditions to drive these inertial proper-
ties to approach the limits of the representative industrial inertial
acceptability criteria. For low 𝜁VSM settings, OS approaches
51 % on high SCRs and ST exceeds 1.1 s on low SCRs. On the
very weak grid the GFM RT is slow, so requires a very low 𝜁VSM

to qualify as “useful” IR according to the industrial criteria, but
is sped up and therefore meets the specifications across a wider
range of 𝜁VSM settings as the grid strengthens.

6.2 Grid-following control

The maximum change experienced by the GFL on a SCR = 3
grid during each parallel-control parametric sweep is pictured
in Figure 10. The GFL’s IR properties all exhibit a clear and
strong dependence on the inertial-filter time-constant, where
its inverse is labelled 𝜔iner . Each inertial property exhibits
|Δdi f f | ≥ 100 % throughout the filter time-constant sweep for
all power and voltage conditions. As the filter time-constant
decreases (𝜔iner increases) the RT decreases, the OS increases,
and the ST decreases. The filter time-constant also has a sig-
nificant impact on the stability of the GFL. The fastest filter
time-constant that ensures a stable response across all of the
simulation conditions is 𝜏iner = 0.155 s. Therefore, to achieve
meaningful and comparable results in all conditions, this was
chosen as the base setting for all of the other parallel-control
parametric sweeps.

The GFL’s inertial properties also show high dependence on
some of the remaining parallel-control parameters. OS is shown
to decrease with KiPLL and KiU (although outliers skew colour
coding for low voltage conditions). KiP is shown to have a large
impact on RT and ST, both of which decrease significantly as
KiP increases.

The acceptability of the GFL’s inertial properties with respect
to the representative industrial inertial criteria detailed in Sec-
tion 5.1 is pictured in Figure 11 (for SCR = 3). The GFL is
always capable of meeting the OS and ST requirements through-
out all of the parallel-control parametric sweeps on the SCR = 3
grid.

The GFL’s RT can also be tuned to meet the acceptabil-
ity criteria during the inertial-filter time-constant sweep due to
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FIGURE 10 Maximum change of time-domain properties during GFL
parallel-control parametric sweeps across different operating points on
SCR = 3 grid
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FIGURE 11 Acceptability of time-domain properties (with respect to the
criteria defined in Section 5) during GFL parallel-control parametric sweeps
across different operating points on SCR = 3 grid

its large impact on the time-domain properties. However, the
remaining parallel-control sweeps are never able to meet the
RT specifications due to the use of the slower base setting
𝜏iner = 0.155 s.
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FIGURE 12 Mean change in GFL time-domain property ranges as
Power (P), Voltage (V), and SCR vary

TABLE 3 Optimal parallel-control tuning on different grid strengths.

SCR 1.5 3 5

GFM 𝜁VSM 0.2 0.4 0.4

GFL 𝜏iner (s) 0.153 0.070 0.060

KiPLL 2.0 99.2 222.1

KiP 1 1 1

KiU 229.8 2316.8 1577.9

The mean change in inertial property ranges as the operat-
ing conditions vary are pictured for the GFL in Figure 12. The
average RT range increases by 9.2% for each increase in SCR,
inverse to the change experienced by the GFM. ST experiences
minor increases with power and SCR. The GFL’s inertial OS
exhibits the largest dependence on all of the operating con-
ditions, recording mean range changes an order of magnitude
larger than any recorded for the GFM. The OS increases as
power increases but decreases with voltage and SCR.

6.3 Optimal control settings

An optimal inertial tuning configuration for each controller is
defined in Table 3 for each SCR using the findings of the sec-
tions above. An “optimal” configuration is one that minimises
as many of the critical IR features detailed in the industrial spec-
ifications as possible. RT is prioritised as it is the feature that
most commonly exceeds its acceptable threshold. The inertia
constant is kept at H = 2 s. Figure 13 compares the IRs of the
optimally tuned controllers and Table 4 details the response’s
properties relating to the inertial criteria.

The inertial properties provided by the GFL are deter-
mined by its stability. On the very weak grid the controller is
less capable of supporting aggressive tuning (particularly, small
inertial-filter time-constants) so the RT is slowed. Therefore,
the GFL is incapable of providing acceptable IR according
to the industrial criteria when SCR = 1.5. However, as the
grid strengthens the controller stabilises, can be tuned more
aggressively, and achieves fast inertial RTs.

The GFM is stable across all of the SCRs. Therefore, the
GFM can be tuned aggressively to continue to meet the iner-
tial criteria on the very weak grid, where its RT is otherwise
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FIGURE 13 Comparison of optimally tuned GFM and GFL controllers’
inertial responses during a frequency ramp on different SCR grids for P = 0.5
and V = 1

slowed. However, this tuning results in a decrease in the GFM’s
damping and costs a large degradation in OS and ST. To con-
serve the damping and associated OS and ST, the GFM is not
tuned as aggressively on grids with SCR > 1.5. As a result, the
corresponding optimally tuned GFLs provide faster IR. Neither
controller shows the ability to ramp up to any significant power
output within the 5 ms period following the frequency distur-
bance (shown as the black dotted line in Figure 13) in any of
their configurations.

Figure 14 compares the NFP plots of the optimally tuned
controllers on each SCR and Table 4 includes the additional
frequency-domain metrics derived from the plots. The NFP
plots do not depict any clear difference between GFM and GFL
IR. However, the NFP plots do help to describe the driver of
the change in inertial delivery speed as SCR varies. The NFP
plots show the decrease of both converter’s natural frequencies
𝜔n as SCR decreases, which can be described by (14), (15), and
the increase in the coupling impedance XL . The decrease of 𝜔n

TABLE 4 Optimally tuned GFM and GFL inertial time- and
frequency-domain features on different grid SCRs.

SCR 1.5 3 5

Control GFM GFL GFM GFL GFM GFL

RT (s) 0.15 0.26 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.11

OS (%) 36.3 2.6 9.3 14.4 11.8 10.6

ST (s) 1.12 0.51 0.44 0.39 0.37 0.31

𝜔n (rad∕s) 10.2 10.6 12.9 14.6 16.1 18.2

𝜁app 0.32 0.65 0.64 0.54 0.57 0.62
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FIGURE 14 Comparison of NFP (bode plot from grid frequency to
power output) of optimally tuned GFM and GFL controllers on different
SCRs (indicated by subscript)

means that on weak grids the phase is less sustained at high
frequencies driving a slower response time.

6.4 Inertial constant sweep

Parametric sweeps are carried out for both controllers to assess
how wide a range of inertia constants can be supported by the
tuning configurations that are deemed to be acceptable by the
industrial inertia criteria. The sweeps also highlight the change
in time-domain properties as the inertia varies. The GFL is
tuned with an inertial-filter time-constant 𝜏iner = 0.1 s, which is
the lowest burden configuration that achieves an acceptable RT
on the SCR = 3 grid. The GFM is tuned with a damping coef-
ficient 𝜁VSM = 0.4, which is chosen as a comparable tuning as
the GFL’s configuration.

Figure 15 exhibits the stability of the two controllers as the
inertia constant is increased. The figure is coloured to show if
the controller is either: always (green), sometimes (amber), or
never (red) stable for the range of tested power and voltage con-
ditions. The GFM is always stable across all of the power and
voltage conditions for all of the inertia constants. The GFL is
only stable for small inertia constants and this range is reduced
as the grid weakens; the maximum stable setting reduces from
H = 4 s to H = 2 s as the grid weakens from SCR = 5 to
SCR = 1.5.

The controllers’ (stable) time-domain properties during the
inertia constant sweep are pictured in Figure 16. The GFM
exhibits a roughly linear increase in RT and ST and an exponen-
tial decrease in OS as H increases. The GFL exhibits a largely
constant RT, a similar linear change in ST as the GFM, and an
increase in OS as H increases.
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6.5 Validation of inertial properties and
impact on system frequency

The optimal tuning configurations are implemented for both
aggregated converter stations on each SCR of the adapted
multi-bus power system. The impact that each controllers’ con-
figuration has on the system’s ability to contain a frequency
excursion in response to a load power step is assessed and the
system signals are pictured in Figure 17. The figure excludes the
system initialisation period from t = 0 to 40 s. On the weak
SCR = 1.5 grid the less aggressively tuned GFL reaches its iner-
tial peak (RT = 0.15 s) slower than the GFM (RT = 0.10 s)
(Figure 17c). As a result, from 0.05 s to 0.3 s following the
disturbance, the GFL system’s ROCOF is more negative, fre-
quency signal dips slightly lower, and SMs are required to deliver
more power compared to the GFM system (Figure 17a,b,d and
Table 5).

On the SCR ≥ 3 grids, both the GFM and GFL controllers
achieve similar inertial deliveries, however, both controllers’
peaks are masked by a growing transient injection (Figure 17g)
and k) and Table 5). The inertial peaks appear to be distinct from
the faster transient injections that likely result from an angular
jump, similar to the voltage-source phase response properties
described in Section 2, and not from a ROCOF. Although
hard to identify, the inertial peaks are measured < 0.20 s, which
agrees with the infinite bus simulations that showed inertial
RT ≥ 0.14 s.

On the grids where SCR ≤ 3, the minimum ROCOF is
recorded for both GFM and GFL controller systems during the
first 0.03 s following the disturbance (Table 5). The minimum
ROCOF occurs before either controller ramps up to any sig-
nificant inertial output but is more aligned with the timescales
that the transient injections occur on. This suggests that, on
these grids, the IR is not the critical feature that constrains
the worst ROCOF. Instead, the transient injections appear to
determine the critical ROCOFs. This theory is supported by
the observed improvement in the minimum ROCOF as the
transient injection increases (Table 5). In fact, on the SCR = 5
grid, both controllers’ transient injections are much larger and
the minimum ROCOF occurs much later, indicating a shift to
a dependence on the IR to limit the (already initially better
contained) ROCOF.

Irrespective of the determining feature, the GFL is shown
to: 1) provide sufficiently fast IR on SCR ≥ 3 that contains the
ROCOF as well as a GFM between 0.05 s and 0.3 s follow-
ing the disturbance and 2) also provide an equivalent transient
injection that is as effective as the GFM at containing the
ROCOF within the first instances (< 0.05 s) following the
disturbance.

7 DISCUSSION

SOs use the swing Equation (2) to describe inertial power
responses to ROCOFs on the grid [9], [10], [11]. The convert-
ers’ responses to pure ROCOF events on the infinite bus system
clearly show that neither the GFM nor the GFL provide IR
instantaneously. Specifications that expect GFMs to provide IR
instantaneously (or within 5 ms) [24], [27] may have confused
IR with the voltage-source transient phase response properties
detailed in (1). This expectation of inertial delivery on short
timescales could hinder the ability to develop and standardise
system stabilising solutions.

GFL IR is conventionally disqualified from “true” status
(and hence consideration for service procurement) due to the
frequency measurement delay that is perceived to degrade its
usefulness [23], [26]. However, the delay appears to have been
observed when the GFL uses a slow averaging window-based
ROCOF measurement [18]. The GFL in this paper, which
uses a different Laplace-domain filtered-derivative, has been
shown to be able to meet the critical delivery periods defined
by the industrial criteria on grids with SCR ≥ 3 (and even beat
optimally tuned GFM alternatives). The stability, and not the
delivery speed, is identified as the distinctive feature of the GFL
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SM’s power output PSM

TABLE 5 Power system features on different grid SCRs when support is
provided by either the optimally tuned GFM or the optimally tuned GFL
(where times features are measured since the disturbance at t = 21 s).

SCR 1.5 3 5

Control GFM GFL GFM GFL GFM GFL

Transient
injection
(PU)

0.063 0.052 0.085 0.083 0.102 0.119

RT (s) <0.10 0.15 <0.20 <0.20 <0.18 <0.15

Min
ROCOF (Hz∕s)

−0.657 −0.733 −0.574 −0.605 −0.559 −0.530

Min ROCOF

time (s)
41.02 41.02 41.03 41.01 41.14 41.20

IR, where the controller struggles to support fast inertial-filter
time-constants on very weak grids. A similar range of stable
GFL inertial tuning configurations was experimentally validated
in [22], supporting the conclusion that fast IR can be provided
from GFLs without sacrificing an acceptable level of oscillations
from the frequency derivative mechanism. Advanced GFL con-
trol strategies can also be developed to mitigate their instability
on weak grids [16].

The proof that these optimally tuned GFLs are equally capa-
ble at containing the grid frequency as some GFMs opposes the
findings in [19], which failed to account for the full capability of
the GFL, and supports the inclusion of GFLs in inertial services
on stronger grids. This inclusion would increase the availability
of frequency stabilising solutions and could enhance the uptake
of converter-based solutions due to the increased confidence

surrounding GFL’s effective current limitation and the simple
control adaptation. Of course, specific inertial dynamics may
vary with different control (both GFM and GFL) configura-
tions, but these results have highlighted that useful IR is not
unique to GFMs.

The time-domain specifications being used by SOs to qualify
IR could be used in their current state (so long as they properly
reflect realistic IR timescales) as this paper has confirmed that
the provision of faster IR can better contain ROCOF after the
initial instances of the disturbance (and that both useful con-
trollers can qualify according to this criterion). However, the
industrial specifications may be flawed due to the intrinsic link
between inertia constant, delivery speed, and nadir time. The
RT criterion was integrated into this paper from the specifica-
tions to capture the critical nature of useful inertial provision
before the frequency nadir [19]. It could be difficult for a SO
to establish a meaningful critical delivery period to qualify new
supporting devices if the critical period (nadir time) depends
on the efficacy of the inertial provision from the new devices
themselves.

A reliable approach needs to be developed to ensure that if
the time domain criteria are used the corresponding tests and
qualifying thresholds are sufficient to ensure acceptable inertial
provision in all of the expected operating conditions. Equally,
the time-domain property based specification encourages low
damping responses to achieve the critical delivery speed crite-
rion, which is a particular problem on weak grids where issues
associated with current and voltage oscillations and interactions
between devices are already a key issue [2].

The power system simulations also highlighted the impor-
tance of transient injections for the initial containment of
the ROCOF, resembling the voltage-source transient phase
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response described by (1). The results agree with [42] that high-
lighted the importance of synchronising torque and voltage-
source behaviour for frequency stability and [30] that conveys
the distinction of these voltage-source features from IR. An
additional interesting implication is that the transient phase
response may be more critical on weaker grids where the
synchronising torque is reduced by the larger impedance (13).

A final complication is the apparent provision of voltage-
source properties by the GFL with inertial capability exhibited
by the instantaneous power injections on the multi-bus power
system model. Theoretically, GFL converters are operated as
current sources so should not provide power instantaneously in
response to grid disturbances; however, the added inertial capa-
bility introduces a coupling between the GFL’s power output
and the grid angle that is thought to drive the transient phase
response. This suggests that certain GFL configurations are
capable of providing transient grid-stabilising injections that are
also conventionally assumed to be a unique feature of GFMs.

Further work needs to be carried out to explore the ability of
converters to provide voltage-source properties irrespective of
their controls and to consider the impact that current limiters
will have on the feasibility of their grid stabilisation, which will
affect both converters (due to their equally strict thermal lim-
its). System-wide considerations may need to be made to ensure
sufficient synchronising forces related to the transient phase
responses are present to stabilise the voltage angle on future
converter-dominated grids. It will also be important to vali-
date that the same transient phase phenomena are observed on
experimental and real-world converter configurations, despite
this exemplification of their fundamental features.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This study has been developed to improve the transparency
of the provision of frequency stabilising solutions from con-
verters. The blanket disqualification of grid-following (GFL)
inertial response (IR) from industrial specifications due to their
perceived slow response is found to have stemmed from a com-
bination of limited tests of GFL control configurations and
the confusion of qualifying IR features with the voltage-source
transient phase response. A theoretical discussion highlights the
distinction between the two response types and their properties.

Parametric sweeps on an infinite bus model are used to sub-
stantiate the features of the IR and assess the ability of an
example grid-forming (GFM) and GFL controller to meet the
criteria used in the industry. The claim that IR is instant in some
industrial specifications is proven to be wrong. The GFL is less
stable than the GFM on weak grids but its IR can be tuned
to meet the industrial criteria on stronger grids, including the
critical delivery speed requirement.

Multi-bus power system simulations test the optimal config-
urations of the controllers that best meet the criteria, validating
the time-domain features of the example GFM and GFL IRs on
a more realistic system, and confirming that there are no hid-
den features of the GFM IR that better stabilises the system
frequency. However, the results also highlight the importance

of the transient phase response to limit the initial frequency
excursion.

The results highlight that more focus should be paid to tran-
sient phase responses for system stabilisation independently
from IR, particularly on weak grids. The existing industrial time-
domain approach to qualify useful IR can continue to be used
but needs to be updated to accurately represent inertial (and not
voltage-source related transient) timescales and allow at least the
consideration of GFL solutions. One flaw in the time-domain
approach is the interdependence of the critical inertial delivery
speed criterion and the nadir time, which needs to be considered
when establishing the qualifying procedure.

Inertial response may not be the optimal approach to stabilise
a converter dominated system, however, it currently appears
to be necessary to support the transition towards net-zero
operation while SMs continue to operate on our networks.
The assessed GFL IR is not suggested to be superior to
any or all GFM IRs, however, recognising that inertia is not
unique to GFMs and allowing the consideration of all use-
ful solutions could support a more effective transition, where
GFMs will be needed to support the grid in many other
ways.
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APPENDICES

This section includes details of the relevant electrical parame-
ters for both of the models used in this paper that. Remaining
information can be found in the source materials [32], [33]. All
of the models use a synchronous frequency 𝜔0 = 50 Hz, grid
impedances Rg = 0.1∕SCR PU and Lg = 0.1∕𝜔0SCR PU ,
and filter impedances R f = 0.011 PU , L f 1 = 0.1 PU ,
L f 2 = 0.01 PU , and C f = 0.0675 PU . The converter model
connected to the infinite bus system has a rated power

Sn = 3 MW and a rated voltage Vg = 690 V. The adapted
two area power system model has equal magnitudes of
converter and synchronous generation Sn = 200 MW, a
rated voltage Vg = 230 kV, transformer ratios r = 11.5, con-
stant capacitive QC = 20 MVAr, reactive Pr = 100 MW, and
inductive QL = 50 MVAr loads, and connecting impedances
R1 = 5 ∗ 10−3 PU, L1 = 4.17 ∗ 10−2 PU, R2 = 2 ∗ 10−3 PU,
and L2 = 1.67 ∗ 10−2 PU.
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